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The Self and the Collapsed Other: Towards
Defining Free Church Identity and Mission in a
Post-Christendom Age
Philipp F. Bartholomä
Abstract: Classical free churches in Germany emerged in a context of
‘enduring Christendom’ and thus defmed themselves to a significant degree
as antitypes to the mainline church. This article suggests that their
collective identity was generated from the beginning through a process of
ecclesiological differentiation which has important implications for free
churches today. Due to the fact that they now face an increasingly postChristian, secular environment, it is no longer a viable Option to determine
their ecclesial identity and missional praxis in Opposition and reference to
other Christian groups within the sphere of a Christendom culture.
Keywords: ecclesiology, free churches, missiology, secularisation, selfother differentiation

1. Introduction
Free churches, generally speaking, have been a missionally-minded
movement from its post-Reformation beginnings. Not sharing the common
conviction that Continental Europe consists of basically Christian nations in
no need of extensive evangelisation, free churches had the intention to
make converts, achieve church growth, and establish new faith
communities. Yet in Europe today, numbers are declining in most free
church denominations even as their missional impact is noticeably
decreasing. For Christians in Europe it is more and more difficult to impart
their beliefs in a meaningful way to fellow European citizens an it can
hardly be questioned that this ‘crisis of Mission’ pertains to the realm o
free churches as well.1 I suggest that such a ‘crisis of Mission cons i u <
‘crisis of identity’ for a free church movement in which the expenence,of
conversions, church growth, and both personal and communal fai

this‘crisis ofmission' see. e.g.. Stefan Paas. ‘The Crisis of Mission in Europe - 1s Thesen
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has long been perceived as a significant (if not essential) part of the
ecclesiological seif.
Quite a lot of ink has been spilled in recent years in the process of
describing the changing- context of our post-Christendom age and the
challenges it raises for Christian mission, especially in Europe.2 This article
adds to these studies by providing some initial reflections on free church
origins and their possible implications for the identity and mission of free
churches today. It seems that a better understanding of how free church
identity was originally formed and a better grasp of the cultural context in
which free churches were initially established would help us to see more
clearly the possible reasons for the crisis of mission and identity among them
today. In this regard, I propose that this crisis is at least partly due to the fad
that what has historically been momentous in informing free church identity
and missional activity, i.e., mainline Christianity and the Christendom
context it supported, has in the meantime collapsed.
Writing from a Continental German perspective, I will first delineate
the historical identity of the so-called ‘classical’ free churches of ‘the long
nineteenth Century’ as ecclesial alternatives to a people’s church (2.). By
focussing on the ‘classical’ free churches, the most meaningful and
efficacious streams of the free church movement are covered, especially
those under which the great majority of member- and guest-churches of the
‘Coalition of Protestant Free Churches’ (Vereinigung evangelischer
Freikirchen, VEF) can be subsumed? I will then briefly expound on the
historical context of ‘enduring Christendom’ as the fertile soil in which free
churches were originally planted (3.). A brief summary of socialpsychological findings pertaining to processes of group identity (4.) should
help us to finally recognise the significance of the history of free churches
as we consider, raise questions about, and seek to improve free church
identity and mission within the current context of increasingly secular
Europe (5.).
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2. Historical identity and Mission: Free Churches
Alternatives to a People’s Church
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Free Churches as Antitypes
When it comes to the historical identity of free churches, we have to be aware
that their development in the nineteenth Century has been fundamentale
characterized by a distinct antagonism to the already existing churches from
which they distinguished themselves. In other words, ‘ecclesiological
demarcation’ has always been a constitutive characteristic of the free church
movement.4 One classic handbook of free churches clearly indicates that the
free church phenomenon can oniy be understood against the background of
established mainline churches (Großkirchen) and that even the Classification
‘free church’ necessarily assumes the concept of‘church’ or, more precisely,
that of a ‘people’s church’.5

In his teiling free church typology, H.-M. Niethammer has carved out
six identity-forming attributes that establish the free church explicitly as an
antitype to existing mainstream churches.6 First, in postulating the necessary
Separation of church and state, free churches set themselves up as an antitype
to the state church. Sccondly, free churches refused to accept the prevailing
parochial structures through which all (Protestant) residenls ofa given region
were automatically claimed as members of the respective regional church
(Landeskirche). Thus, free churches stand in contrast to the Constantinian
concept of a territorially-organized church (Territorialkirche). Thirdly, with
their Strong missional-evangclistic objective and in denying the prevalent
conviction of living in a generally Christian nation, free churches, from the
beginning, distinguished themselves from common forms of conventional or
nominal Christianity. A fourth characteristic that has to be mentioned is the
reintroduction of the Reformation principle of the priesthood ofall believers,
again separating free churches from a ministerial church (Amtskirche),
perceived as too hierarchical. A fifth preeminent feature of free churches has
historically been their emphasis on the voluntary principle. Thus, as
decidedly antitypical to a nominal people’s church, free churches insisted on
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a personal confession of faith in Christ (mostly expressed through believers’
baptism) as a prerequisite of church membership and therefore generated
themselves as churches of conviction or believers’ churches. Realizing that
it was Martin Luther who had originally wanted to build the church with
those ‘who want to be Christians in eamest’, it is not surprising that free
churches understood themselves as the more consequent form of
Reformation Christianity. Finally, in a similar vein, the insistence on church
discipline confirmed free church identity as a ‘contrast model’ over against
a more or less ethically indifferent type of church where nominal, distanced
membership counted as a legitimate form of church affiliation.7 Now,
generally speaking, given this typology of free churches, it seems
appropriate to conclude that free churches have historically established
themselves to a significant extent via negationis. This is not to say that the
(negatively connotated) ‘dark screen’ of a state or people’s church is alone
sufficient to define free church identity.8 Yet we need to be aware that being
the counterpart or antitype of the mainline church certainly influenced not
only one’s own self-perception, but ecclesial practice and mission as well.

Free Church Identity Formation through Conflict
As free churches distinguished themselves with ostentation from the
mainstream church, they, quite naturally, provoked a reaction from the
ecclesial establishment that ranged from a frosty distance to outright
hostility. Understandably, for free churches this, in tum, cemented the
inwardly feit need to define themselves even more consciously in Opposition
to the 'Landeskirche'. Historically, inter-church relations became extremely
conflict-laden and thus some have referred to a ‘non-relation’ (Unverhältnis)
or even a ‘history of doom’ (Unheilsgeschichte). Due to its claim for sole
ecclesial representation, the national church had to consider the newly
established free church communities as hostile intruders into their own
territory. Wamings of free church sectarianism were frequently issued from
Protestant pulpits.9 In polemical writings, the free church movement was
accused ofbeing of‘un-German nature’ (undeutsches Wesen), an ‘imported,
’ A foundational thcoiogical and historical discussion of the praxis of church discipline within free churches

^S^«ÄT^"Scikirchen im Spa""u"8Sfe,d ™ ,nklusion und

8 On this, sec Geldbach, Freikirchen, p. 36.
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Z“ dC" Kirchen (Zürich: Zwingli Verlag, 1964). pp. 142-185; Erich
Johann-s' Nnu 'el°SC ? e.T-,k5n gcfien *ncue Religionen" im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts', in:
,7 Michael W. Fischer (eds). Toleranz und Repression: Zur Lage religiöser
7 n d
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a nersonal confession of faith in Christ (mostly expressed through believera’
bantism) as a prerequisite of church membership and therefore generated
themselves as churches of conviction or behevers’ churches. Realizing that
it was Martin Luther who had originaily wanted to build the church with
those ‘who want to be Christians in eamest’, it is not surprising that free
churches understood themselves as the more consequent form of
Reformation Christianity. Finally, in a similar vein, the insistence on church
discipline confirmed free church identity as a ‘contrast model’ over against
a more or less ethically indifferent type of church where nominal, distanced
membership counted as a legitimate form of church affiliation.7 Now,
generally speaking, given this typology of free churches, it seems
appropriate to conclude that free churches have historically established
themselves to a significant extent via negationis. This is not to say that the
(negatively connotated) ‘dark screen’ of a state or people’s church is alone
sufficient to define free church identity.8 Yet we need to be aware that being
the counterpart or antitype of the mainline church certainly influenced not
only one’s own self-perception, but ecclesial practice and mission as well.

Free Church Identity Formation through Confiict
As free churches distinguished themselves with ostentation from the
mainstream church, they, quite naturally, provoked a reaction from the
ecclesial establishment that ranged from a frosty distance to outright
hostility. Understandably, for free churches this, in tum, cemented the
inwardly feit need to define themselves even more consciously in Opposition
to the Landeskirche’. Historically, inter-church relations became extremely
conflict-laden and thus some have referred to a ‘non-relation’ (Unverhältnis)
or even a history of doom’ (Unheilsgeschichte). Due to its Claim for sole
ecclesial representation, the national church had to consider the newly
established free church communities as hostile intruders into their own
territory. Wamings of free church sectarianism were frequently issued from
Protestant pulpits.9 In polemical writings, the free church movement was
accused of being of‘un-German nature’ (undeutsches Wesen), an ‘imported,
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foreign commodity’ beanng an ‘un-evangelical, legalistic character’ 10 More
painfai than any verbal or literary vilification were different forms of
ecclesial and governmental sanctions and reprisals. Such societal pressure
was caused by the fact that the Protestant state church as the officiallv
recognized majority church (despite legislation conceming religious
freedom smee 1849) still possessed legal entitlements which gave them
access to certain governmental Instruments of power. One of the leading
German Baptists at the time, J. Köbner, laments: ‘And all this [i.e., several
kinds of prosecuting measures] were the work of Protestant pastors who were
able to set in motion the subservient and friendly seculararm’.11 Space does
not allow a more detailed description of these elements of oppression and
social marginalisation, but they included such varied forms as forced
baptism, prevention of funerals, dissolution of church meetings, house
searches, administrative fines, imprisonment, or even expulsion from agiven
territory.12
However different the Situation might have been in various regions, it
cannot be denied that this historical area of conflict between free church and
mainline church had serious consequences - not least for the development
of free church identity and congregational praxis. Pressure from the ecclesial
antagonist gave rise to a complex social structure: free churches found
themselves within an ambivalent spectrum which comprised both inferiority
complcxes and feelings of superiority. On the one hand, in comparison with
the Protestant church, free church Christians feit like a second-ratc minority;
on the other hand, however, they were inclined to consider themselves
Superior to the nominal churchgocr because of their own more intensive and
more consequent Christian life.13 Thus, free churches defined themselves
quite ambivalently in Opposition to a majority church that they encountered
as their bogeyman. This ecclesial counterpart functioned as a necessary point
of reference for their own identity formation and, at the same time, (through
the mandatory process of differentiation) gave meaning to the free church
perspective of Christian existence and piety. As an alternative model ot
church, free church minorities ‘oriented themselves, consciously or
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unconsciously, intentionally or^unintentionally, in thesis and antithesis,
towards the mainline churches’.14

Ecclesial Reference Points for Free Church Mission
In order to uncover even more clearly the process of ecclesiological identity
formation among free churches, frirther questions need to be asked: From
which ‘pooF did the newly-arising free churches gam their members? Which
were the most effective points of contact for their missionary praxis? And,
more pointedly, what role did the existing realities of a people’s church
context play? Pursuing these questions one encounters fairly quickly the
accusation of proselytism levelled against the free church movement from
their state church opponents. An objective debate about this issue was made
difficult because of different and hardly reconcilable conceptions of what
actually constitutes proselytism. From the point of view of the Landeskirche,
it was already considered to be proselytism when someone simply joined a
free church congregation, even if that particular person had neither been, in
a real sense, a believer, nor had actively taken part in the life of the local
church. Being listed in the membership record of the church by way of infant
baptism was enough to make any transfer into the free church realm appear
to be a case of illegitimate proselytism. Now, from the vantage point of the
free churches, there could be no talk of proselytism if formerly unchurched
people, alienated from Christ and the faith community, found a new spiritual
home in a free church congregation. According to them, it could hardly be
objectionable to invite nominal Christians to a more personal and intentional
faith in Christ.15
The main criticism, however, expressed through state church polemic,
was that the missional efforts of free church groups were not, in fact, centred
on those nominal Christians distanced from the church. Rather, the
accusation asserts, it was precisely the active members and regulär
churchgoers that free churches were indeed eager to consciously entice.
There can be no doubt, says Contemporary Protestant pastor Th. Geß, that
free church penitential sermons’ lead formerly unconverted ‘souls’ to
Christ. Yet it remains highly problematic that they ‘draw towards themselves
with great zeal especially the already religiously awakened members of the
church . Repeatedly, free churches were accused of recruiting the core of
t len gatherings from those previously anchored in the church. According to
14 Geldbach, Freikirchen, p. 160.
bc^mentioned in passing that by now this istheview<o
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their opponents, they ‘appeal exactly to those animated by the Christian faith
and to the religtously receptive and then try to detach them front the church
and draw them over to themselves’.17 This is underscored by B. Marchlowitz
who, in her study on baptistic ecclesiology, conunents on the approach of
Baptist founder figure Oncken:

As a missionary he had a certain strategy: When he came to a place, he would
ask for the so-called pious at that particular location. If he succeeded’in gaining
. entry to this group, they then formed the basis for bis ongoing missionary
activities. At the same time, they also were the most receptive soil for his ideas
of a church consisting only of the revived.18
Generally speaking, it is hard to deny that especially those parts of
German Protestantism that had been influenced by the revivalist movement
were particularly receptive to the new free church movement. W. Heinrichs,
for example, has demonstrated in exemplary fashion that the emergence of
several free churches in the Wupper Valley (a nucleus of the German free
church movement) was due to their success in appealing to the already
revived part of the population. In many respects, free churches found a
religious climate which was conducive to their development. Thus, they
could establish themselves more effectively and steadily in those places
where it was possible to activate revivalist circles.19

i

i
i

On the whole, it would certainly be too one-sidcd to ascribe the initial
formation and the ensuing membership growth of free churches solely to the
affinity of revivalist groups. There can be no doubt that free churches did,
indeed, have success among those belonging to a more unchurched
ambiance. They had no small intake of ‘raw folks, the morally decaying,
those alienated from church and worship’20, i.e., those sections of the
population yet conceded to them as appropiate ‘mission fields by the church
polemic.21 Even critical voices from a mainline church perspective
repeatedly acknowledged that free churches found access to groups of
individuals, ‘who had not known anything of the word of God and, having
formerly been drunkards and criminals, had been changed into orderly
people by the Baptists’.22 In light of these observations, the polemic of
17 Gustav Plitt. Die Albrechtsleute oder Die evangelische Gemeinschaft: Ein Wort zur Belehrung und

baptistischen Gcnteindcversländnisses, Arbeiten zur Prakuscta Theologie 1 Be
■ ’’5 •
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woltgang b. Hannens, rreiMrc
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20 Gcß, Methodismus, p. 18.
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proponents of the Landeskirche appears to be far too biased. Only their deep
adherence to territorial and state church thinking can explain the almost
indiscriminate accusation of ‘intrusion into foreign territory’ or ‘fishing in
foreign ponds’. In this respect, the leading Baptist G.W. Lehmann has
plausibly argued in front of the German Protestant Church Congress in 1854
that, quite contraiy to what was assumed by opponents, ongoing tirades from
Protestant pulpits had led to downright resistance among church people
against free church efforts. At the same time, he explicitly denied the Claim
that ‘our numbers are recruited almost completely from believers of other
church parties’23 and later stated that less than 5% of his Baptist church in
Berlin had been already converted before their admission into church
membership.24 Being aware of the general self-conception as a truly
‘missional movement’, this should make us hesitant to presume the
‘gathering of the revived’ as the main goal of the free church endeavour.

I
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Again, this is not to say that the perception of the church establishment
was entirely off the mark. We cannot simply dismiss the fact that significant
numbers of believing Christians left the mainline church and joined
emerging free churches. Yet, ultimately, it is hard to teil in detail whether
this was intentionally promoted or merely tacitly accepted. It seems clear,
however, that the free church movement was not only dependent on the
availability of ‘ecclesial points of contact’ but was, subsequently, also able
to ‘use them for their own good’. Tellingly (and, for that matter, quite
accurately in light ofall the evidencc), J. Jüngst, one ofthe free church critics
who managed to retain at least a somewhat objective stance, summarises the
Situation like this:
Among the pagans, no preliminary work whatsoever has been conducted by the
little-valued people’s churches of Germany. Here, work is even more thomy
than the activities on the Rhine, in Saxony, or in Württemberg [i.e., where the
revivalist movement had especially taken root]. But it would be even more
necessary. Because it is not the case that the Methodists around us carry out
their mission among the religiously and moral ly corrupted classes of people.
For their messengers it is much more tempting to appeal again and again to
those persons and revivalist circles that have already been awakened within the
c mich to a deeper, more religious life. Because it is here that they most rapidly
gain their church members.25
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That Jüngst was not entirely wrong with this slightly sarcastic
reference to the especially noticeable dispersion of free churches in regions
with above-average rates of piety and ecclesiality would have to be shown
separately. Yet, in retrospect, one of the experts on early German Methodism
similarly States that this so-called ‘missional church’ ‘has been received well
where others have cultivated the field already—either revivalist groups or
German-Amencan Christians through letters, papers sent or visits’ 26
Therefore, regardless of the actual motives on the part of the free churches
(which are difficult to resolve anyway), we can finally conclude that the
existing reügious circumstances and ecclesial realities in the nineteenth
Century were, in any case, quite conducive to their development and
distribution. Not only those groupings that explicitly started within the
prevailing mainline church (like the Methodists) were able to tie in with
ecclesial structures and expressions of church life. Those free churches that
emerged in greater independence (like the Baptists or the Evangelica! Free
Church) could also benefit from the surrounding ecclesial conditions as
points of reference for their mission.

I

3. Historical Context: The Emergence of Free Churches
Within ‘Enduring Christendom’
Anyone concemed historically with the constitutive factors of free church
identity needs some awareness of the reügious climate in which these new
faith communities originated. Thus, briefly tuming our attention lo the socioreligious signature of nineteenth Century Gennany, we encounter the
simultaneous existence of both significant tendencies toward secularisation
as well as the continual, deep-seated presence of cultural Christianity,
usually referred to as Christendom.27
Processes of 19th Century Secularisation
In order to explain secularisation processes, German church historiography
has established two frequently used key words, nameiy Entkirchlic nrng
(being unchurched) and Enlchrisllichung (de-Chnst.amsat.on) DeChristianisation refers, in general terms, to the ecrease o a S PJ ' ‘
Christian imprint as it relates to individual beliefs and personal piety. Space
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dnpq not allow tracing the decline of essentially Christian interpretations of
existence in all its multi-faceted nuances. Suffice it to say that this ‘[deep]
change of religious ideas and conceptions (...) must probably be perceived
as the social realm in which 19th Century secularisation is most impressively
displayed’.29 Closely correlated with this overarching tendency of deChristianisation, Entkirchlichung is another critical, and in some respects
more tangible, feature of secularisation30 and is not only expressed in terms
of membership withdrawal (which indeed was not possible legally for most
of the Century) but also and precisely through inner disassociation from, and
a decreasing commitment to, the church.31 The quantitative decline of church
affdiation {Kirchlichkeit) can be most clearly measured by means of
participation in the Lord’s Supper, which, of course, closely correlates with
worship attendance in general.32 The participant numbers have been in sharp
decline since the middle of the eighteenth Century. In cities like Berlin,
Hamburg, or Breslau, the number of those taking communion amounted to a
mere 10% of those in 1750. In Hannover only 3% of Protestant church
members shared in the Lord’s Supper regularly, more than 70% at most
every five years. Especially in urban areas, generally speaking, ‘the church
only reached an ever decreasing group of old-established churchgoers for
whom church customs remained a significant component of their civic,
middle-class existence’.33 The active regulars of Protestant parishes
consisted of rather traditional Christians, ‘who stood over against a majority
of members that lived on the fringe of thc church or were already outright
unchurched’.34 Even though there has been a notable contrast between town
and countryside, the rural regions followed the urban trend with a temporal
delay of only a few decades. At the same time, church customs remained
Säkularisierung. Dechristianisierung, Rechristianisierung im neuzeitlichen Europa Bilanz und
Perspektiven der Forschung (Göttingen- Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1997), p. 13.
Lucian Hölscher, ‘Säkularisicrungsprozessc im deutschen Protestantismus des 19. Jahrhunderts: Ein
Vergleich zwischen Bürgertum und Arbeiterschaft', in Hans-Jürgen Puhlc (cd), Burger in der Gesellschaft
der Neuzeit: Wirtschaft - Politik - Kultur (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991), p. 249.
7S6 6 8' W‘IhClm Gräb’ *Säkularisalion/SäkuIarisicrung, VI. Praktisch-theologisch'. RGG4 7 (2004), p.
Stefan Schweyer, Kontextuelle Kirchentheorie: Eine kritisch-konstruktive Auseinandersetzung mit dem
Kirchenverständnis neuerer praktisch-theologischer Entwürfe (Zürich: TVZ, 2007), p. 39. Signs of a
senous cnsis withm German Protestantism wcre apparent sincc thc time of thc Enlightenmcnt; cf., e.g,
„
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1 uchn iX7eSCr,pt,°n of,thc.Proccss of Entkirchlichung in Gcrmany draws significantly on thc work of
19 hh hun t ^r;,Sce’cvS ’Luc,an Hölscher, ‘Bürgerliche Religiosität im protestantischen Deutschland des
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strong, especially in respect to the so-called rites of passage such as
baptisms, confirmations, weddings or funerals. ‘[NJearly all children were
baptized and confirmed, well over 90 per Cent of weddings were celebrated
with a religious Service and buriais normally took place with a pastor
present’.35
H

I

The general trend of alienation from the church was evident in varying
degrees within different social strata of the population. The educated and
niercantile upper middle dass (i.e., free entrepreneurs, doctors, lawyers,
engineers etc.)—not least under the impression of a widespread humanistic
worldview—were increasingly distant from the church and had
comparatively low representation among active churchgoers in the
nineteenth Century.36 Again, it was the urban bourgeoisie that was especially
critical of and dissociated from the church. Similarly preeminent was the
religious indifference of the working dass. Their alienation from the church
was reinforced particularly in industrial areas on the urban fringes due to
forced work on Sundays and the structural undersupply of ecclesial care as
‘giant parishes made it impossible for the clergy to keep contact with more
than a small proportion of their parishioners’.37 Furthermore, there was,
notably among the social-democratic working dass, a strong aversion
against the ecclesial establishment which was perceived as the institutional
representative of an unjust political and socio-economic System.38 By
contrast, large parts of the lower middle dass and the petit bourgeoisie were
still significantly attached to the church. The group oferaftsmen, small-scale
farmers as well as lower and middle-class officials and employees were more
actively involved in church life, at least relative to other social classes and
within the framework of a generally decrcasing impact and binding force of
ecclesial institutions. In this regard, L. Hölscher’s observation is specifically
significant for our study of free church identity. He notes that the majority
of the new and rapidly growing Protestant religious communities like
Methodists, Baptists, (...)—gained a substantial foothold predominantly
» Hans Ölte, 'More Churcta - more Churchgoers: The Luthentn Church in. Honoverrbetween,1851I and
1914’. in Hugh McLeod (cd). Enropean Religion in d,c,tSeofCrea,C,„es
Londo"'^“','f8°'
1995) p III See also Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, •Dechristianisierung: Zur Problungcschichte eines
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liiurgics for special occasions are understood individuahstica y an i u
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among the (...) petty-bourgeois population of the industrial centres’.39 This
reinforces our earlier observation that free churches seem to have been
especially successful in areas with a good degree of remaining ecclesiality.

Overall, there can be no doubt that the nineteenth Century has been an
age of far-reaching secularisation, particularly as regards personal beliefs,
individual practices of piety, and one’s commitment to the church. However,
the notion that the era in which the classical free churches emerged was an
age beyond Christendom and thus deprived of substantially Christian
foundations does not accurately reflect the Contemporary socio-religious
realities.

I

I

The Lasting Significance of'Enduring Christendom'
It cannot be dismissed that for broad sections of the population the Christian
worldview retained its cultural presence as the focal point of socio-religious
orientation.40 In that sense, different elements of ‘enduring Christendom’
provided a more or less fertile soil on which the free church movement could
develop. This is most noticeable when the analyses of religious conditions
are not limited to statistically measurable expressions of religious praxis or
ecclesiality, but include other cultural and social dimensions of Christian
influence on both private and societal ftinctions.41 Despite the opposing
trend, Christianity, not least in its ecclesial-institutionalized form, remained
an important source for the construction of meaning and the formation of
individual or collective identity. Historian Th. Nipperdey concludes:

19th Century Gemiany (...) is still an era shapcd by Christianity and the church.
(...) [It is] moved by the battle about Christendom and modemity, but precisely
in this battle, Christendom holds its ground, reforms itself, renews ilself,
indeed, quite remarkably, obtains public recognition and assertiveness. (...)
Religion and the church do not extend into the 19th Century as a relic of
tradition, but they are, at the samc time, products and shaping forces of this
Century.42

Similarly, W.-D. Hauschild confirms: ‘The Christian make-up of
middle-class-protestant society in the 19th Century was still present when it
comes to traditional patterns of behaviour despite considerable processes of
alienation from the church’.43 This can be substantiated by several brief
observations. Initially, still on a strictly Statistical level, we need to remind
39 Hölscher, •Bürgerliche Religiosität', p. 195.
E.g., Nipperdey, Religion im Umbruch, p. 122.
fp ajundament3! critique of a one-sided, institution-focused considcration of secularisation processes
(Milton Park: Ro^ge 2009)"" °/Ch'IS'ia" Bri,ain: ^rs,mdins Seculart^ion !800-2000. 2nd cd.
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ourselves that in the second half of the nineteenth Century more than 98% of
the German popuiation were officially members of the (mainline) church44
Major Christian events were gaining in popularity45 and statistics show that
only a relatively small mmority of the urban popuiation—an estimated 1020% --was alienated from the church to such an extent that it did not take
part in church life at all and thus, even in private, followed no hereditary
traditions of piety.46 Furthermore, the almost universal attendance of
confirmation classes ensured the transmission of a doctrinal and moral base
that could function as an ongoing frame of reference for further religious
reflection.47

Elements of Christian religious praxis also remained constitutive for
socialisation within the family and the shaping of everyday life.48 Saying
grace at meals was customary and regulär, private Bible reading was still
common even among those whose church attendance was rare. Not least in
the social segment of the bourgeoisie the Scriptures kept their place as an
important part of the educational canon.49 Moreover, far beyond middleclass circles, i.e., also in large parts of the rural popuiation and the workingclass, the goals of moral education closely correlated with the Christian value
System. The traditional ethical norms based on divine revelation continually
provided the backbone for the conveying of values within society. In other
words, the moral codes of the time were anchored in the Christian faith, so
that, conversely, the ethical requirements of Christianity would connect, at
least in principle, with the surrounding culture?0
If we ask, in addition, how deep Christian convictions were actually
rooted in the private life of nineteenth Century' Germans (or Continental
Europeans for that matter) we realize, in fact, that while the Christian faith
was no longer completely self-evident, we do encounter a significant extent
of Christian ‘populär or folk religion’.51 These necessarily plural, multi« See, e.g., Reinhard Henkel, Adas der Kirchen und der anderen
Kohlhammer, 2001), p. 40,86, who gives Ihe followmg numbers: 1880 - 6-6/. Protestant and .
Roman-Catholic; 1890 - 62.8% Protestant and 35.8% Rotnan-Catlioltc,
G,«-hirhte koumakt
« Gunilla Budde, Blütesei, des Bürger,tuns: Bürgerlichke., an 19. Muhender,, Gescluehte kompakt
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47 Hölscher, ‘Bürgerliche Religiosität’, p. 205.
nmtestantischen Frömmigkeit (München: Beck,
48 For morc dclails, see Lucian Hölscher, Gescluehte der protestanttsenen
2005), pp. 286-288.
■” Hölscher, ‘Religion des Bürgers’, p. 615.
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layered and somewhat diffuse religious concepts are, indeed, extremely
difficult to trace exaetly, yet it seems, generally speaking, that the shared
mental categories for the Interpretation of existence were—in different strata
of society—still tied to core components of a Christian worldview. And even .
though this populär religion was often gradually removed from classic
orthodox beliefs, the vocabulary and symbols of Christian tradition were still
being used to describe existential hopes and desires.52 The developing free
church movement was thus conffonted not with a deeply ‘church-based’
culture, but with a common populär religion that was still strongly
‘interwoven’ with elements of Christianity. As far as middle-class religiosity
is concemed, L. Hölscher points out that ‘the everyday life of middle-class
adults (...) in the 19th Century was [also] pervaded to a greater extent than
today by religious terms and ideas which embedded the life of the individual
into more transcendent relations’.53 Albeit with often quite individualisticsyncretistic twists, it has to be maintained here as well that different streams
of bourgeois religiosity took shape through critical engagement with the
Christian tradition.
If we finally move beyond the personal religiosity of the German
population and focus more on the public weight and influential power of
religion, we realize that Christianity still kept an important role in different
sectors of public life. The church remained, in principle, a state church and
related, as such, to society as a whole. Meanwhile, the mainline churches had
significant influence on education policy. The whole educational System,
according to H. Nowak, was based on Christendom structures. Religious
education was not one subject among others. but yet the ‘integrating overall
framework of the educational process’?4 Considering the significant
successes of Christian publishers in distributing not only the Bible but large
quantities of edifying and dcvotional literature (numbers were in the
millions), it seems obvious that Christian initiatives were still in a position
to exercise sustainable influence on the faith of large proportions of the
population.55 After all, the public importance and presence of Christianity is
observable also in regard to the great social challenges related to the
increasing poverty of the lower classes that arose in the wake of ongoing
Industrialisation and population growth. As an answer to these challenges,
52 Cf, c g., Jürgen Osterhammcl, Die Verwandlung der Welf Eine Geschichte des 19. Jahrhunderts
(München: Beck, 2009), p. 1249.
53 Hölscher, Protestantische Frömmigkeit, p. 300.
* Helmut Nowak, Geschichte des Christentums in Deutschland: Religion, Politik und Gesellschaft vom
Ende der Aufklärung bis zur Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts (München: Beck, 1995), p. 87 (cf. the whole
c apter IV on Church and School’, pp. 87-93). Cf also Anthony J. Steinhoff, ‘Ein zweites konfessionelles
, c‘‘a tcr !Jachdenkcn übcr die Religion im langen 19. Jahrhundert’, Geschichte und Gesellschaft 30
k
4
• ’ Th® Curriculum did not only plant the foundational principles of thc faith into the minds of
tue stu ents, it also playcd a key rolc in embedding religious identity into comprehensive social networks’.
• Nowak, Geschichte des Christentums, pp. 104-107 (chapter on ‘pious literature’).
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the Christian Signatare of the nineteenth Century is also manifest in the
extensive social welfare initiatives that emerged not least from a decidedlv
Protestant context?6
7

On the whole, it therefore seems to be apparent that the megatrend of
secularisation cannot obscure the fact that the nineteenth Century should be
considefed—to a significant degree—as an era of ‘enduring Christendom’.
Not only were several phases of secularisation intemipted by reactive
tendencies of re-Christianisation,57 but we have tried to show that while the ‘
process of marginalisation of the church was not as advanced as has often
been supposed, Christianity remained an influential agent in society and the
common cultural narrative was substantially (even though no longer
exclusively) Christian. This is to say that the classical free churches have
historically operated and developed in a societal context in which a basically
Christian culture and mindset could still be assumed and built on.

4. The Self and the Other: Basic Insights from Social
Psychology
Basic results of social-psychological research can shed further light on the
significance of the historical perspectives developed thus far.58 Generally
speaking, we need to be aware of the fact, that one’s own (social) identity is
informed and affected by the ‘other’ from whom I set myself apart. The same
is true for groups, so-called ‘collective selves’. All kinds of groups, including
free churches, find positive meaning, value and perspective by defming
themselvcs with reference to other groups. In this regard, it has become
increasingly clear that identity forming processes (especially when it comes
to groups) are strongly influenced through dialogue with, exposure to, an
especially differentiation from ‘significant others’. In other words, seif-o er
differentiation is essential since ‘we cannot know who we are except by
reference to others’?9
—with which several
Within the field of social psychology, a group
the *‘in-group’, & relevant
individuals associate themselves is designated as t_.
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comoarison group is called ‘out-group’.60 Specific comparisons between ingroup and out-group are mandatory as ‘ we are what we are because they are
not what we are’.61 In other words, in Order for any social unit to develop,
affirm and communicate parti.cular group characteristics and to thus facil itate
the configuration of a distinct social identity, it is necessary for it to have
cognitive and emotional access to relevant reference groups.62
Building on these foundational principles of differentiation, two
specific concepts of social psychology provide a helpful framework for the
study of free churches as a ‘religious group’ with its own particular identity
formation: Social Identity Theory (SIT) and Self-Categorization Theory
(SCT). SIT defines social identity as ‘that part of an individual’s self-concept
which derives from his knowledge of his membership of a social group (or
groups) together with the value and emotional significance attached to that
membership’.63 In addition to this unifying definition, three theoretical
principles are at the core of SIT and have been phrased as follows:64

i

1. Individuals strive to achieve or to maintain positive social identity.
2. Positive social identity is based to a large extent on favourable
comparisons that can be made between the in-group and some
relevant out-groups: the in-group must be perceived as positively
differentiated or distinct from the relevant out-groups.
3. When social identity is unsatisfactory, individuals will strive either
to leave their existing group and join some more positively distinct
group and/or to make their existing group more positively distinct.

The main overall contribution of SIT consists in having demonstrated
the correlation between social categorization and social identity. Henri
Tajfel, considered the ‘founder’ of SIT, sums it up by saying that

the positive aspects of social identity (...) the reinterpretation of attributes and
the engagement in social action (...) only acquire meaning in relation to, or in
comparison with, other groups. (...) The characteristics of one’s group as a
7007? tf’i
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JO?ttlC’ ?7erT °ne ?fJajfel’S StUdentS’ has supplemented and
advanced the shidy of social identity by developing the so-callcd SelfCategonzation Theory. As in SIT, the concept of SCT holds that seither
differentiation ts the dnvmg force behind any kind of identity formation. In
addition, however, Turner and other proponents of SCT are especially
concemed about how the cognitive processes of ‘othering’ actually affect
and facilitate certain kinds of behaviour within and collective action of a
particular group.66 It is primarily this focus on the effect of selfcategorization for w/ragroup behaviour that makes SCT an especially
valuable conversation partner for anyone seeking to reflect on the conduct,
attitude, and self-understanding of free churches as collective selves opposed
to relevant others.

There is one area of self-categorization research that seems to be of
special relevance for our purposes, namely that of category salience. The
concept of category salience implies that a group does not only have one seif,
but many group selves and that these group selves come to the fore
depending on different comparative contexts. In other words, ’the salience
of identity is highly contingent on the social context, and can shifl quite
quickly as the context changes’.67 A particular person may see herseif
primarily as a woman (as opposed to present men), in another context as
belonging to a group of teachers (as opposed to present nurses) or as a Dutch
Citizen (as opposed to a group of Germans)—in each case a different group
category is salienl, i.e., that of gender, profession or nationality. It thus
becomes apparent that not every kind of perceivable difference between
groups has a bearing on the process of identity formation. Rather, in-groups
do not compare themselves with every cognitively available out-group. the
out-group must be perccived as a relevant comparison group. Similarity,
proximity, and situational salience are among the variables that determine
out-group comparability, and pressures toward in-group distmctiveness
should increase as a fiinction of this comparability’.68 This is to say that
anyone interested in processes of identity formation must ask w ici
“T^fcl.'LaCaiegorisationsocialc’.pp. 293-295, quoted and iranslated in Turner,‘Social comparison and
“S «1i.,
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between-group comparispn becomes salient and thus effective in any given
context. However, assuming that meaningful comparisons are not always
automatically generated, one may also ask whether any given cognitive
social categorization (i.e., in-group/out-group differentiation) is actually
appropriate in the context at hand. In other words, should a different social
category (or out-group) become salient because it is more relevant given the
comparative context? Finally, the findings regarding identity salience also
suggest that the identity of a group is influenced by or changes if another
social category becomes salient. Again, ‘[a]s the “other” with whom we
compare ourselves changes so does our “seif”.69 Thus, the cognitive
Identification of a contextually salient out-group becomes highly relevant
since it has a bearing on the beliefs and values, behaviour and action of our
own group (i.e., it indireetly influences our collective identity). It is here that
our considerations about free church origins and the results of social
psychology actually merge and point towards some significant implications
for free church praxis today.

5. Conclusion and Possible Implications for Free
Church Identity and Mission Today

We have tried to show that the classical free churches in Germany emerged
in a context of‘enduring Christendom’. It seems, however, that this feature
of free church origins is frequently overlooked by those concemed with
questions of current free church identity and mission.70 When it comes to
their ecclesiological identity, we concluded that free church communities
and denominations defined themselves to a significant degree as antitypes to
the mainline church. This is to say that collective identity was generated,
both consciously and unconsciously, through a process of ecclesiological
differentiation. Bcing an alternative model of church, ecclesial demarcation
was an essential part of the fabric of free churches and they were nourished,
as it were, by continually stressing structural, ethical or confessional
differences. In this respect, the social psychological insights outlined above
serve as a helpfi.il framework to understand more deeply the mechanisms of
free church identity Formation. In terms of social identity research, we may
say that, historically, the people’s church within a still significantly
Christianized environment was not only a necessary counterpart, but indeed
the relevant and thus salient out-group for free churches. In other words, it
was the surrounding nominal Christianity that gave meaning to free church
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be aware that convictional communities have a ‘historic track record’ of
being the church and doing mission mainly by comparison with distinction
from, and rejection of mainline Christianity.

At the same time, we concluded that free churches could benefit to a
sigmficant degree from inter-church traffic (i.e„ already revived Protestants
joining their congregations) and it also became obvious that the reiigious
conditions of the nineteenth Century as well as the Contemporary ecclesial
realities were, in several ways, a suitable breeding ground for the free church
movement. In this sense, the existing people’s church context provided
important points of reference for free church mission, so that it is fair to say
that both mainline churches as well as the enduring Christendom structures
they supported, were not only ‘enemies’ but, ironically, ‘allies’ as well. In
sum, S. Paas says it well:
The churches that resulted from their [i.e. the free church movements’J mission
were not Christian communities in a non-Christian world, but they were
intensive Christian communities in a culturally Christian world. (...) Tuming
from “nominal” to “regenerated” Christianity meant not a change of religion
(despite all the rhetoric), but a deeper experience of what one actually believed
all along.71
Thus, despite obvious reflexes of rejection and differentiation, free church
communities emerged and developed in what we may call a ‘paradoxical
symbiosis’ with nominal Christianity in a still thoroughly Christianized
culture.
The possible implications of these findings become clearer once we
realize that these ecclesial and cultural conditions no longer exist in an
increasingly secular Europe.72 Most European societies, including Germany,
have transitioned into an era of post-Christendom, [a] culture that emerges
as the Christian faith loses coherence within a society that has been definitely
shaped by the Christian story and as the institutions that have been developed
to express Christian convictions decline in influencc’.73 In such a PostChristendom age it can no longer be assumed that people n°w w at
Christianity is, let alone that they have a basic understanding of the Christian
story or share common Christian concepts and vocabulary. Att the sa™ l*™;
we are witnessing a rapid decline of mainline Christianity.
a cou s i
be called a comprehensive people’s church in the nineteenth and well mto
the twentieth Century is now less defined by a large number of nominal
- Set-g., McLcod and Us.orf(edS),
” Murray, Post-Chrislendom, p. 19.
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members than by a small number of those who gather ‘voluntarily’ and ‘by
conviction’. It is within this changed context that free churches have to
develop their ecclesial identity and missional concepts.
Now, evidently, this changed context in which free churches are called
to operate today has to be perceived as an essential challenge to the relevance
of any out-group that has hitherto functioned as the ‘comparative
counterpart’ in the process of identity formation. It is no longer a viable
Option to determine one’s ecclesial identity in Opposition to other Christian
groups within the sphere of a Christendom culture. Nominal Christianity has
naturally been the most relevant reference group for a long time, but not
anymore. Given the new post-Christian context, it now seems more fitting
for free churches to consciously position themselves not in Opposition to
mainline Christianity but in reference to their increasingly secular
surroundings. Assuming the missional self-conception of the free church
movement in general, there is little point in adhering to traditional processes
of identity formation and mission which continue to focus on what has in the
meantime become a minority of nominal Christians without taking account
of those thoroughly secularized people that make up the vast part of the
population. An inherited, revivalist modus operandi that is primarily geared
towards tuming a constantly dwindling group of nominal Christians into
committed followers of Christ becomes increasingly obsolete. Rather, since
the ‘Christianized other’ has collapsed, as it were, it seems that, contextually,
a more ‘secular other’ ought to be the most salient social category and should
as such influcnce the collective identity and missional praxis of free churches
in a Post-Christendom age.

Finally, I suggest that free church theorists and practitioners seeking
to address the aforementioned missional and ecclesial identity crisis cannot
afford to ignore these cognitive (and emotional) processes. This being said,
it seems, for example, that free churches still frequently exhibit an ongoing
rhetoric of differentiation from mainline Christianity despite the fact that
such rhetoric is far from self-evident in our current cultural context. Yet, an
additional feature of social psychological research may explain the apparent
difficulties to relate to a more relevant counterpart for social comparison and
identity formation. It has been maintained within SCT that ‘a given category
is more likely to become salient to the extent that a perceiver is
psychologically predisposed to use it’.74 Against this backdrop, it could be
argued that for free churches the accumulated expertise in having long been
a revivalist movement within Christendom structures is prone to result in a
psychological inclination to regard mainline Christianity as the most salient
category, regardless of a changed religious and cultural environment.
Reicher et al., ‘The Social Identity Approach in Social Psychology’, p. 54.
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Moreover, we have indicated that similarity and proximity are meaningfal
factors in determining out-group comparability. This is to say that we have
a tendency to compare ourselves primarily with those whose beliefs, norms,
attitudes and assumptions are not too distinct from ours. In tum, this might
be a possible explanation for why Contemporary free churches still tend to
form their identity over against other Christian groups that are significantly
similar and may thus be perceived as somewhat ‘closer relatives’.
Simultaneously, of course, these considerations would provide us with social
psychological reasons for the seeming difficulty of free churches to develop
an appropriate and sustainable ecclesial and missional identity in their postChristian context. The challenge, it seems, has to do with the progressive
disappearance of mainline Christianity as their conventional ‘significant
other’, while another, more secular counterpart is not easily accessible at all,
since secular groupings appear to be too different to readily function as ‘real
others’. This may go a long way towards explaining why free churches still
seem to flourish more in regions with a Strong revivalist history and thus in
areas where there are already many churches to begin with.
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